
 
JUST DO IT(PLACE IN YOUR NOTES) 

WHII 8bThe Expansion of Political Rights in Europe 
 The rise of ____________ was a powerful force behind European 
politics during the 19th Century.  Widespread demands for political 
_________ led to revolutions and legislative actions in ___________. 
 National pride, economic _____________, democratic _________, 
and the influence of __________ such as Goethe, stimulated the growth of 
nationalism.  The terms of the Congress of ________ led to widespread 
discontent in Europe, especially in ______ and the ________ states.  The 
agreements conflicted with the rising desire for ____________.  Different 
ethnic groups were spread throughout several ___________(Slavic people 
could be found in Germany, Austria, Russia and Italy).  The agreements 
did not appeal to supporters of ___________, such as the middle class, 
college students and factory workers.  Unsuccessful revolutions of 1848 
increased nationalistic ___________.   

In contrast to continental Europe, ______ _________ expanded 
political rights through legislative means and made ___________ illegal 
in the British Empire.  Britain also expanded its __________ through the 
Reform Bill of 1832.    
Word Bank: 
competition     Europe      German        Great Britain      ideals        Italy 
nationalism     rights         slavery             tendencies           Vienna  writers 
democracy      countries liberalism        electorate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

JUST DO IT #2 10/16/12 
Answer the following questions using your 8b notes. 

1. What was a powerful force behind European politics in the 19th 
Century?  

2. In your words, define this powerful force? 
3. What 3 factors influenced the growth of nationalism in Europe? 
4. What meeting in Europe led to major problems in Europe? 
5. Who led this meeting? What happened at this meeting? 
6. What occurred throughout Europe in 1848?   
7. Do you think the people that led these events were liberals or 

conservatives?  How can you tell?   
8. What did Great Britain do that made them different from the rest 

of Europe? 
9. What type of government did Great Britain already have that most 

big nations in Europe did not have?   
10. What revolution allowed them to achieve this? 


